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one concerns the transmission of different packets from
a unique source to multiple destinations, while the latter
one aims to enable a unique destination to receive packets
from multiple sources at the same time. Recently, beside the
MPT/MPR approaches, the increased interest towards massive
access has involved also the not centralized schemes, with the
purpose to enable multiple uncoordinated communications
between different node pairs [4].

Abstract— This paper presents a mathematical framework
for including the angular domain beside the radial one in the
theoretical modeling of wireless networks, in which spatial reuse
enables the coexistence of multiple single-hop peer-to-peer communications inside a finite region. The proposed model analyzes a
scenario where the transmitting sources are uniformly distributed
over a disk and the communications are subjected to path-loss
attenuation and multipath-fading, considering the actual location
of each destination and its antenna system. Different from most
of the previous theories in which the coverage probability of a
destination is estimated assuming that the destination itself is
positioned at the center of the network, in the proposed analysis,
the destination location is generic. This generalization, together
with the consideration of the spatial channel model and of the
actual receiving pattern, allows one to investigate the influence
of the angular domain on the statistic of the interference power
and on the coverage probability. The conceived theory, which is
further verified by Monte Carlo validations, is finally exploited
to derive the network transmission capacity, with the purpose to
illustrate the possible advantages that may derive from a reliable
modeling of the non-isotropic context, in which each destination
has to operate realistically.

A. Related Work
The estimation of the result of a transmission attempt
in a peer-to-peer network characterized by multi-packet
capabilities requires a reliable modeling of all the elements
involving the spatial domain: the node location, the spatial
channel model, and the antenna processing technique. The
analysis of the impact of the geometry of the users on the
network performance is usually carried out considering a
homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) to model the spatial
distribution of the nodes. The PPP-based approach enables the
derivation of sophisticated theoretical models for analyzing
the interference in wireless networks, with the purpose to
evaluate the error probability for each communication and the
related performance metrics [5]–[14]. In particular, a useful
metric, initially proposed in [5], is the transmission capacity,
which identifies, for a given outage constraint, the product
between the maximum spatial density of the successful
transmissions and their spectral efficiency. This metric, which
quantifies the area spectral efficiency of a network, has been
subsequently applied to study the benefits of successive
interference cancellation in wireless ad-hoc scenarios where
the users are located according to a PPP [6]. The impact of
spatial filtering and interference cancellation in a Poisson field
of interferers for both uniform and non-uniform node densities
has been investigated in [7], where directional antennas and
direction of arrivals (DOAs) are modeled introducing a novel
statistical selectivity parameter. A Poisson field of interferers
is also assumed in [8] and [9], where the effects of path-loss
attenuation, fading, shadowing, and modulation scheme are
included in the analysis of the channel capacity and of the
spectral outage probability. The definition of transmission
capacity has been reformulated in [10] to account for the
interference correlation among the time slots span by a packet,
with the final purpose of identifying the throughput-delayreliability tradeoffs in single-hop scenarios. The temporal

Index Terms— Wireless network, multi-packet, peer-to-peer,
angle, interference, transmission capacity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE ANALYTICAL characterization of the result of a
communication attempt in a wireless network has always
represented a relevant research topic, since the continuous
development of novel access strategies and physical layer technologies has required the extension of the existing theories to
include the most recent advances. In particular, the exploitation
of the spatial domain for allowing massive access opportunities
to multiple users has introduced a very challenging scenario, in
which the interference model plays a key role in determining
the error probability for each communication. Within this field,
many efforts have been first devoted to study two diffused
multi-packet strategies: multi-packet transmission (MPT) [1],
and multi-packet reception (MPR) [2], [3]. The former
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scenarios [17], where a given destination, from its own point
of view, may not perceive the interferers as u.d. in angle. This
aspect becomes very significant in multi-packet peer-to-peer
networks, since each destination may be characterized by a
specific coverage probability dependent on its position and on
its antenna system. In the presence of sources u.d. over a disk,
the distance of a destination from the center of the disk may
be reasonably assumed as the most significant parameter to
model the effect of the destination location if omnidirectional
antennas are adopted. Differently, when the antenna pattern
is shaped, the radial coordinate becomes no more sufficient
to reliably characterize the result of a transmission attempt.
In fact, in the presence of directional or smart antenna
systems, the coverage probability is also determined by the
angular coordinate of the destination and by the orientation
of the receiving pattern. Thus, in a finite network, even
if the sources are u.d. over a disk, the combination of a
non-omnidirectional receiving pattern with a non-centered
location of the destination may lead to highly non-isotropic
interference distributions, whose evaluation requires a careful
consideration of the angular domain beside the radial one.
The objective of this paper is to investigate this scenario,
which, to the best of authors’ knowledge, remains partly
unexplored, since the few interference models considering a
non-centered location of the destination focus on the omnidirectional antenna case [11], [20]. Accordingly, a mathematical framework is developed to evaluate the interference
distribution, the coverage probability, and the transmission
capacity in a multi-packet peer-to-peer network with u.d.
sources, accounting for the actual location of each destination.
The proposed model, which includes path-loss attenuation and
fading effects, establishes the result of each communication
according to the DOA statistic and the antenna processing
technique. In particular, the analysis considers both interference mitigation, enabled by directional antennas, and interference suppression, enabled by adaptive arrays. The presented
results, which are verified by Monte Carlo validations, explore
the realistic situation that exists when a destination lies in a
position different from the center of a finite network, and that
requires to include the angular domain beside the radial one in
order to reliably model the resulting non-isotropic interference
scenario.
The paper is organized as follows. The geometry of the
network is introduced in Section II. The spatial distributions
of the nodes are derived in Section III. The interference
analysis is developed in Section IV. Comparisons with existing
models and asymptotic analysis are presented in Section V.
The coverage probability is calculated in Section VI. The
transmission capacity is evaluated in Section VII. The most
relevant conclusions are summarized in Section VIII.

correlation of interference and outage is further discussed
in [11], where, additionally, a useful analysis has been
developed to evaluate the mean interference at the origin and
at the boundary of a finite network. A PPP-based model is also
adopted in [12] to accurately compute the error probability in
cellular networks exploiting multi-antenna systems for spatial
multiplexing purposes. The accuracy of the PPP in describing
the deployment of the base stations in cellular environment
has been analyzed in [13], proving that the PPP can provide
reliable results when used in conjunction with the deployment
gain, a novel metric that quantifies the closeness of a real
point set to a PPP. Furthermore, real base station locations
available from publicly available databases have been adopted
in [14] to realistically validate the accuracy of a PPP-based
approach for modeling dense urban environments.
Even if the PPP represents a satisfactory model for large
networks that enables the derivation of analytically tractable
frameworks, some of its underlying assumptions may not hold
in some practical scenarios where the number of nodes is low,
non-isotropic conditions are present, or the number of nodes
in disjoint areas cannot be considered independent. Hence,
extended or alternative theoretical approaches have been proposed [15]–[20]. In particular, in [15], the authors consider a
uniform distribution of the nodes over a disk, proving that,
when the nodes may be arbitrarily close to one another, the
results obtained by an unbounded path-loss model (UPM) may
considerably deviate from those obtained by a more realistic
bounded path-loss model (BPM). This behavior is confirmed
by the analysis presented in [16], where the interference
statistic and the transmission capacity are evaluated for the
more general class of cluster PPPs under both the UPM and
the BPM. A binomial point process is adopted in [17] to prove
that the internode distance is described by a generalized beta
distribution when the nodes are uniformly distributed (u.d.)
inside a ball of arbitrary dimensions. An interesting proposal
for overcoming the limitations of the PPP that holds in the
high signal-to-interference (SIR) regime has been presented
in [18]. More precisely, in [18], the asymptotic transmission
capacity is evaluated modeling the success probability by
two parameters that account for the spatial distribution of the
interferers. In [19], a general class of spatial distributions,
which includes the uniform distribution as a special case, is
considered to derive the coverage probability in heterogeneous
scenarios where each node may be characterized by its own
antenna system. The interference distribution suffered by a
randomly located source-destination link in a finite network
with u.d. nodes is analyzed in [20], which represents one of
the first studies that specifically considers the possibility of
arbitrarily located receivers.
B. Motivation and Contribution

II. G EOMETRY D ESCRIPTION

Many of the above cited papers discuss the possible
situations in which a PPP may become inaccurate, namely
when networks with few nodes are analyzed [18], or when
the assumption concerning the independence of the number of
nodes in disjoint regions does not hold [17]. A further reason
of possible inaccuracy for a PPP is the finite area occupied
by the network, which leads to potential non-isotropic

Consider a wireless network in which L single-hop peer-topeer communications are simultaneously active, thus involving
L sources and the corresponding L destinations. Accordingly,
each destination receives the power from its desired source and
perceives the remaining L −1 active sources as interferers. The
transmitting sources are characterized by an omnidirectional
2
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Fig. 1.
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Geometry of the scenario: (a) destination internal to the disk D, (b) destination external to the disk D.

antenna pattern having a power gain G tx , while the destinations can use a generic receiving power pattern. The sources
are u.d. over a disk D of center O and radius Rt (Fig. 1).
With reference to a polar coordinate system with origin O,
observe a generic communicating pair. This pair consists of
a desired source in position S = (ξ, θ ), where ξ ∈ [0, Rt ]
and θ ∈ [0, 2π), and of its destination, which is u.d. over
the circumference of center S and radius equal to the sourcedestination distance Rc . Identify the observed pair by the
index L and use the indexes 1, . . . , L − 1 to denote the
other (interfering) pairs. The position of the destination with
respect to S can be denoted as (Rc , ψ L ), where the angle ψ L
from which the desired source communicates with its intended
destination is u.d. over [0, 2π). According to the resulting
geometry, the position of the observed destination with respect
to O can be identified as D = (ξ̄ , θ̄ ), where:

ξ̄ = ξ 2 + Rc2 + 2ξ Rc cos(ψ L − θ ),
(1)

depend on the position of the observed destination. These
quantities can be derived by trigonometric considerations from
Fig. 1(a) for the case 0 ≤ ξ̄ ≤ Rt , and from Fig. 1(b) for the
case Rt < ξ̄ ≤ Rt + Rc . More precisely,  D is calculated as:

[0, 2π)
0 ≤ ξ̄ ≤ Rt

(3)
D = 
π + θ̄ − ν, π + θ̄ + ν Rt < ξ̄ ≤ Rt + Rc

and:

where:

θ̄ = arg [ξ cos θ + Rc cos ψ L + i (ξ sin θ + Rc sin ψ L )] ,

where ν = arcsin(Rt /ξ̄ ). The endpoint d̂ D (φ) is zero for
0 ≤ ξ̄ ≤ Rt , and is equal to the distance D B 1 for Rt < ξ̄ ≤
Rt + Rc (Fig. 1(b)), while the endpoint d̃ D (φ) is equal to D B
for 0 ≤ ξ̄ ≤ Rt (Fig. 1(a)), and to D B 2 for Rt < ξ̄ ≤ Rt + Rc
(Fig. 1(b)). Hence, after some algebra, one obtains:

0
0 ≤ ξ̄ ≤ Rt
(4)
d̂ D (φ) =
min[H1(φ), H2 (φ)] Rt < ξ̄ ≤ Rt + Rc

0 ≤ ξ̄ ≤ Rt
H2(φ)
(5)
d̃ D (φ) =
max[H1(φ), H2 (φ)] Rt < ξ̄ ≤ Rt + Rc




2
2
2

H1/2 (φ) =  Rt − ξ̄ sin (φ − θ̄) ± ξ̄ cos(φ − θ̄ ) .

(2)

(6)

According to this reference system integral with D, the
position Il of the l-th interferer (l = 1, . . . , L − 1) can be
denoted as (rl , φl ), and that of the desired source as (Rc , φ L ).
In particular, the angle φ L from which the destination receives
the transmission from its desired source is opposite to the angle
ψ L from which the desired source sees the destination, thus:

with i denoting the imaginary unit and arg(·) denoting the
argument function defined for (ξ cos θ + Rc cos ψ L , ξ sin θ +
Rc sin ψ L ) = (0, 0). From now on, to avoid cumbersome
notations, the result of any operation providing an angle, as
for example (2), is interpreted modulo 2π within the interval
[0, 2π) [21]. Since D is determined by the random values ξ ,
θ , ψ L and by the distance Rc , the destination may lie inside D
(Fig. 1(a)), or outside it (Fig. 1(b)). For both cases, consider
a reference system integral with D, in which φ ∈  D denotes
the azimuth angle, r ∈ [d̂ D (φ), d̃ D (φ)] denotes the distance,
and where the interval  D and the endpoints d̂ D (φ) and d̃ D (φ)

φ L = ψ L − π.

(7)

The transmissions of the desired source and of the interferers
are received by the destination using an antenna power pattern
G(φ, φ L ), identified by the grey dashed lines in Fig. 1.
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Remembering that the position of each source over the disk D
remains u.d. (in area) regardless of the point of observation
(O, S, or D), and that the position of each interferer is
independent of the position of the others, the joint pdf of
Rl and l given ¯ and ¯ for l = 1, . . . , L − 1 is:

This geometric formulation is developed considering the
quantities Rt and Rc as parameters, while ξ, θ, ψ L , ξ̄ ,
θ̄ , r1 , . . . , r L−1 , φ1 , . . . , φ L are realizations of the random
variables (r.v.s) , , L , ¯ , ¯ , R1 , . . . , R L−1 , 1 , . . . , L ,
respectively. Concerning the choice of a constant Rc value,
it is worth to observe that, since one of the purposes of the
study is to analyze the impact of the destination location in
multi-packet peer-to-peer scenarios, technical difficulties may
arise considering u.d. sources and destinations. In this case,
in fact, a rule should be established for associating a source
and a destination already located in certain positions, with the
additional drawback of potentially having very close pairs and
very far ones. A situation that might partially hide the effect of
the destination location with respect to the interferers. To avoid
this event and to properly apply the concept of transmission
capacity, the analysis has been developed considering a constant source-destination distance, which represents a common
assumption [6], [8], [9], [11], [16], even when the directions
are randomly selected [10], [18]. According to this network
scenario, the theoretical analysis is carried out following four
main steps: derivation of the spatial distributions (Section III),
evaluation of the interference statistic and comparison with
existing models (Sections IV and V, respectively), estimation
of the coverage probability (Section VI), and calculation of
the transmission capacity (Section VII).

f Rl ,

III. S PATIAL D ISTRIBUTIONS

where:

f
0

(ξ, θ )dξ = f UC (θ ),

,

and:

(9b)

(φ L ) = f UC (φ L ).


ζ D (x) = 2ξ̄ cos(x − θ̄) Rt2 − ξ̄ 2 sin2 (x − θ̄ ).

f Rl | ¯ (rl |ξ̄ ) =

(15)
all

of
Rl

2
Rt2

⎧
rl u 1 (Rt − ξ̄ )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
ξ̄ 2 + rl2 − Rt2
rl
arccos
·
⎪
π
2ξ̄rl
⎪
⎪
⎩
0

1
· [u 1 (x) − u 1 (x − 2π)],
f UC (x) =
(10)
2π
denotes the circularly uniform (c.u.) distribution [22].
Recalling that the destination location is u.d. over a circumference of radius Rc , one can infer that L is c.u.. Hence,
since L and L are related by (7) and the c.u. distribution
is invariant under rotation [21], also L is c.u., thus:
L

Rt2 + ξ̄ 2 cos[2(x − θ̄)]−ζ D (x) 0 ≤ ξ̄ ≤ Rt
−2ζ D (x)
Rt < ξ̄ ≤ Rt + Rc
(14)

Proof: Use (4)-(6) in (12) and integrate on
Rl values.
Proposition 2: The distribution of the radial position
each interferer seen by D, that is, the marginal pdf of
given ¯ and ¯ for l = 1, . . . , L − 1, is given by:

where u j (x) is the unit step function with the value in x = 0
defined by the parameter j ∈ {0, 1}, that is, u j (x) = 0 if x < 0,
u j (x) = 1 if x > 0, u j (0) = j . Besides, in (9b), the function:

f

¯



ς D (x) =

Using (8), the marginal pdfs of and can be immediately
obtained, respectively, as:
 2π
2ξ
f (ξ ) =
f , (ξ, θ )dθ = 2 · [u 1 (ξ ) − u 0 (ξ − Rt )],
Rt
0
(9a)

Rt

(rl , φl |ξ̄ , θ̄ )

1
rl rl ∈ [d̂ D (φl ), d̃ D (φl )], φl ∈  D
=
(12)
·
2
0 elsewhere
π Rt

l| ¯ ,

In particular, (12) identifies the joint pdf of the radial and
angular coordinates, seen by a destination lying in position
D = (ξ̄ , θ̄ ), of an interferer l u.d. over D. Differently from the
case in which D coincides with O, the r.v. l is no more circularly u.d., and, moreover, Rl and l are dependent, because,
according to (12), φl influences the range [d̂ D (φl ), d̃ D (φl )] in
which rl is generated. Furthermore, since (12) is a conditional
pdf given ¯ and ¯ , the r.v.s Rl and l (for l = 1, . . . , L − 1)
depend, by (1) and (2), on the basic r.v.s , , and L .
Now that the basic set of r.v.s has been identified, some
fundamental propositions may be formulated to make some
introductory considerations concerning the perception of the
source locations from the point of view of a non-centered
destination.
Proposition 1: The distribution of the angular position of
each interferer seen by D, that is, the marginal pdf of l
given ¯ and ¯ for l = 1, . . . , L − 1, is given by:

1
ς D (φl ) φl ∈  D
f l | ¯ , ¯ (φl |ξ̄ , θ̄ ) =
(13)
·
2
0
elsewhere
2π Rt

Before starting to derive the spatial statistics, some relevant
aspects may be outlined concerning the dependencies among
the involved r.v.s and the peculiarities of the analyzed scenario.
First, one may identify a basic set of r.v.s that influence all
the others. This set consists of the three independent r.v.s ,
, and L . Since the position S of the desired source is u.d.
over D and is referred to the origin O, the joint probability
density function (pdf) of and is:

1
ξ ξ ∈ [0, Rt ], θ ∈ [0, 2π)
f , (ξ, θ ) =
(8)
·
2
0 elsewhere
π Rt

f (θ ) =

2497

0 < rl ≤ |Rt − ξ̄ |
|Rt − ξ̄ | < rl ≤ Rt + ξ̄
elsewhere
(16)

Proof: Use (4)-(6) in (12) and then integrate on the values
of l belonging to the intersection between the interval  D
and the solution of the inequality d̂ D (φl ) ≤ rl ≤ d̃ D (φl ). 

(11)
4
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Fig. 2. Spatial statistics obtained for Rt = 10 m: (a) marginal pdf of
values of Rc /Rt .

l given ¯ and ¯ for θ̄ = 0 and different values of ξ̄ /Rt , (b) pdf of ¯ for different

u.d. just for ξ̄ = 0, while the conditional pdf of l gets higher
in a set of directions that becomes narrower as ξ̄ increases.
Concerning the distance ξ̄ , Fig. 2(b) shows that, if Rc ≤ Rt ,
f ¯ (ξ̄ ) increases linearly for ξ̄ ≤ Rt − Rc and then behaves
nonlinearly for Rt − Rc < ξ̄ ≤ Rt + Rc . With reference to
Fig. 2(a), it may be interesting to outline an analogy with the
results obtained in [23], which do not concern the destination
displacement with respect to the center of the network, but
the power azimuth spectrum perceived by a receiver from a
transmitter lying at the center of a disk of u.d. scatterers. This
analogy reveals that a peripheral position of the destination
introduces a directionality similar to that introduced by a
channel with a low angular spread. This phenomenon may
remain relevant even in the presence of an omnidirectional
reception, since the angular coordinate l of the interferer is
in general not circularly u.d. with respect to D.
The result in (16) may intuitively suggest that a destination
lying at the periphery of the network should receive a lower
interference, because the interferers are statistically more distant. However, this argument directly holds if omnidirectional
patterns are adopted. Otherwise, the response might be not
so immediate. In fact, a destination adopting a shaped pattern
and lying in a position displaced from O indeed perceives the
interferers as more distant, but may be forced to steer the main
lobe of its pattern just towards the directions of interference,
since its desired source lies in the same region D where the
interferers lie. This aspect requires a deeper investigation of
the relationship between destination location and receiving
antenna gain, which represents, together with the impact of
the propagation channel, the aim of the next section.

Observe that the marginal pdf in (16) is not influenced by
the angle between the observed destination and the origin O,
thus f Rl | ¯ , ¯ (rl |ξ̄ , θ̄ ) = f Rl | ¯ (rl |ξ̄ ). Besides, as expected,
except for the case ξ̄ = 0, the product between the two
marginals in (13) and (16) does not provide the joint pdf
in (12), since l and Rl are dependent for l = 1, ...L − 1.
According to the geometry in Fig. 1, the r.v.s ¯ and ¯ can
be viewed as the argument and the magnitude, respectively,
of the vector sum (ξ cos θ, ξ sin θ ) + (Rc cos ψ L , Rc sin ψ L ).
Since the r.v.s involved in this sum derive from a uniform
distribution on a disk and a c.u. distribution, ¯ and ¯ are
independent and ¯ is circularly u.d. [21], thus:
f ¯ (θ̄) = f UC (θ̄).

(17)

By consequence, the joint pdf of ¯ and ¯ can be directly
calculated as the product between f ¯ (θ̄) and the marginal pdf
of ¯ , for which the following proposition holds.
Proposition 3: The distribution of the radial position of the
destination, that is, the marginal pdf of ¯ , is given by:
2
f ¯ (ξ̄ ) = 2
Rt
⎧
⎪
ξ̄ u 1 (Rt − Rc )
0 ≤ ξ̄ ≤ |Rt − Rc |
⎪
⎪
 2

⎨
ξ̄
Rc + ξ̄ 2 − Rt2
·
arccos
|Rt − Rc | < ξ̄ ≤ Rt + Rc
⎪
π
2Rc ξ̄
⎪
⎪
⎩0
elsewhere
(18)
Proof: See Appendix A.

A. Results
To clarify the results obtained in this section, Fig. 2 reports,
for Rt = 10 m, the pdf f l | ¯ , ¯ (φl |ξ̄ , θ̄ ) of the angle from
which the destination perceives an interferer (Fig. 2(a)), and
the pdf f ¯ (ξ̄ ) of the distance between the destination and the
origin O (Fig. 2(b)). Fig. 2(a) shows that a destination lying
at a distance ξ̄ from O perceives the interferer as circularly

IV. I NTERFERENCE A NALYSIS
A. Antenna and Channel Models
The receiving power pattern G(φ, φ L ) is modeled considering an end-fire array of N elements, which generates a pattern
5
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from the l-th interferer (l = 1, . . . , L − 1) may be expressed
as:
Ptx K c G tx G(φl , φ L )
pl =
ql = tl ql ,
(23)
1 + rlα

that can be expressed in closed-form as [24]:
⎧
2
⎪
⎨ sin {Nπ [cos(φ − φ L ) − 1] /4} 
φ = φ L
G(φ, φ L ) =  N sin {π [cos(φ − φ L ) − 1] /4} 
⎪
⎩1
φ = φL
(19)

where Ptx is the transmission power (assumed equal for all
sources), K c is a constant accounting for the wavelength of
the carrier signal, α is the path-loss exponent, and:

The omnidirectional pattern, which is determined by a unity
gain in the entire angular domain, that is, G(φ, φ L ) = 1 for
φ ∈ [0, 2π), can be obtained directly from (19) by imposing
N = 1. Even if the proposed framework can operate using
any shape for G(φ, φ L ), the end-fire array has been preferred
because it is capable to generate realistic patterns that can be
represented by the well-established expression in (19), thus
allowing the reproducibility of the presented results.
The propagation environment is modeled accounting
for multipath-fading and path-loss attenuation, considering
multipath-fading effects in space-time domain. Concerning
the spatial domain, when a signal is transmitted by a source
lying at an angle φ with respect to the destination, its
DOA at the destination is the realization φ  ∈ [0, 2π) of a
r.v.  , since the signal is spread across the angular domain.
Among the large number of available DOA statistics, the
truncated Laplacian is the most widely used [25], thanks
to its experimentally assessed adherence to the real channel
behavior [26]. Accordingly, the pdf of  given is selected
as [26]:
√
π

K L − σφ2 |φ  −φ|

− |φ  − φ| , (20)
f  | (φ |φ) = √
e
· u1
2
2 σφ

tl =

K tx G(φl , φ L )
,
1 + rlα

(24)

with K tx = Ptx K c G tx . Therefore, the received power pl in (23)
is expressed as the product between tl , which accounts for
the equivalent pattern, the path-loss model, and the spatial
distribution of the interferers, and ql , which accounts for
the fading statistic. The BPM is selected for its capability
to overcome some limitations of the classic UPM, which
is suitable to analyze scenarios in which the interferers are
distant from the destination, but may provide unrealistic results
when a destination and an interferer can be arbitrarily close to
one another [15]. For completeness, the constant K tx will be
maintained in the subsequent calculations, but, without loss of
generality, it will be assumed of unity value when numerical
results will be presented.
B. Interference Statistics
For l = 1, . . . , L − 1, the r.v. Tl defined by (24) depends on
the r.v. L and on the r.v.s Rl and l , whose joint pdf given
¯ and ¯ is defined in (12). Therefore, one may evaluate the
pdf of Tl given L , ¯ , and ¯ , namely given the direction
of the desired source and the destination location. Observing
the pdfs in (11), (17), and (18), one can infer that these three
latter variables are independent of each other. Thus, their joint
pdf can be expressed as the product:

where K L is a normalization constant and σφ is the angular
spread. The combined effect of antenna system and spatial
channel model can be modeled by the equivalent pattern [27]:
 2π
G(φ, φ L ) =
G(φ  , φ L ) f  | (φ  |φ)dφ  ,
(21)

f V (v) = f

0

in which the equivalent gain in a direction φ is obtained by
averaging the antenna pattern according to the pdf of the
DOA referred to that direction. It is interesting to observe that
the concept of equivalent pattern adopted in [27] is strictly
related to the Q-parameter used in [7], since both quantities
model the combined effect of power gain pattern and DOA
statistic. The main difference between the two definitions is
that the Q-parameter in [7] includes the path-loss exponent
and hence implicitly assumes an UPM, while the equivalent
pattern in [27], not including the path-loss exponent, may be
used under both the UPM and the BPM.
Concerning the multipath-fading effects in the time domain,
the power fluctuation due to the mobility between the observed
destination and the generic l-th source (desired or interfering)
can be modeled by a r.v. Q l , having as pdf a gamma density
with unit mean [11]:
m m m−1 −mql
f Q l (ql ) =
q
e
u 0 (ql ),
(22)
(m) l
where m(≥ 1/2) is the Nakagami parameter and (·) is the
gamma function.
The BPM is adopted to model path-loss attenuation [15].
Accordingly, the power pl received by the observed destination

L

(φ L ) f ¯ (ξ̄ ) f ¯ (θ̄ ),

(25)

where the random vector V = ( L , ¯ , ¯ ) and its corresponding realization v = (φ L , ξ̄ , θ̄ ) are introduced to simplify the
notation in the subsequent calculations. From now on, v will
be referred to as the spatial context of the destination. This
definition allows one to formulate the following proposition.
Proposition 4: The distribution of the interference power
received by D from the generic fixed l-th interferer, that is,
the pdf of Tl given V for l = 1, . . . , L − 1, is given by:

K tx
G(φl , φ L )
f Tl |V (tl |v) =
2
απ Rt v, l
tl2

 2 −1
α
K tx G(φl , φ L )
×
−1
dφl ,
(26)
tl
where v,

= {φl : (tl , φl ) ∈ v } and:

K tx G(φl , φ L )
v = (tl , φl ) : α
≤ tl
d̃ D (φl ) + 1

l

≤

K tx G(φl , φ L )
α
(φl ) + 1
d̂ D

Proof: See Appendix B.
6



, φl ∈  D .

(27)
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The above considerations enable the formulation of the
following proposition.
Proposition 5: The distribution of the total interference
L−1
received by D, that is, the pdf of PI = l=1
Pl given V,
may be estimated by (30), as shown at the bottom of the page,
where β(·, ·) is the beta function and:
 pl
FPl |V ( pl |v) =
f Pl |V ( pl |v)d pl ,
(31a)

This proposition enables to derive the power received
by the observed destination from the l-th mobile interferer.
In fact, using (22), (23), and (26), the conditional pdf of the
r.v. Pl = Tl Q l can be evaluated by applying the relationship
for the product between r.v.s [28], thus obtaining:
  
 +∞
mm
pl 
m−2 −mql
f Pl |V ( pl |v) =
v dql . (28)
ql e
f Tl |V
(m) 0
ql 

0

for l = 1, . . . , L − 1. In general, f Tl |V (tl |v), and hence
f Pl |V ( pl |v), cannot rely on closed-form expressions, since,
according to (27), the subdomain v, l used in (26) is
implicitly defined by the equivalent pattern G(φl , φ L ), which
is a not invertible function of φl . Therefore, to reduce the
further computational burden necessary to evaluate the statistic
of the total interference power due to the L − 1 interferers,
some approximations are adopted. These approximations are
introduced considering the capabilities of the receiving antenna
system of the destination. In particular, two processing techniques are analyzed: interference mitigation (IM), in which just
beam steering is enabled, and interference suppression (IS), in
which both beam and null steering are enabled.
The IM case is already modeled by the directional endfire radiation pattern in (19), which, by (21), provides the
equivalent pattern that accounts for the pdf of the DOA. The
IS case, instead, is modeled recalling that an array of N elements provides N − 1 degrees of freedom (dofs). In a peer-topeer scenario with L communicating pairs, each destination
has a unique desired source, thus one dof is used to steer the
main lobe towards the desired direction and N −2 dofs remain
available for interference suppression [27]. Since adaptive
arrays aim to maximize the SIR at the destination, it is
reasonable to assume that these N −2 dofs are used to suppress
the strongest interferers among the L − 1 ones [7]. Even if
the secondary lobes of the receiving pattern synthesized by a
beamforming algorithm may be influenced by the directions in
which the nulls must be placed, the equivalent pattern obtained
by (19) and (21) for the IM case is maintained as the reference
pattern also for the IS case. Otherwise, an almost untractable
number of situations should be considered and the possible
reproduction of the results would become awkward. According
to these considerations, one may identify the number of
dofs available for interference suppression in the IM and IS
cases as:

0
using IM
Ne =
(29)
max(0, N − 2) using IS

F̄Pl |V ( pl |v) = 1 − FPl |V ( pl |v),

represent, respectively, the cumulative distribution function (cdf) and the complementary cdf (ccdf) of Pl given V.
Proof: See Appendix C.

Concerning the approximation in (30), one may remember
that the total interference is usually approximated accounting
only for the strongest interferer [11]. However, this approach
may be too coarse if the path-loss exponent becomes close
to 2 [29]. Therefore, (30) has been developed considering also
the second strongest interferer when two or more undesired
sources remain not suppressed (case L > Ne + 2) in order
to reliably account for the case α = 2. A further advantage
of (30) concerns its ability to directly provide the conditional
pdf of PI for a given L without requiring the intermediate
evaluation of the cases l < L, which instead would be
necessary if the classic approach based the (L − 1)-fold
convolution of (28) would be adopted. This is particularly
useful to reduce the computational complexity for large L
values, since, regardless of the number of interferers,
(30) requires at most one integral instead of L − 1.
C. Results
To provide a view of the impact of some of the introduced
quantities on the statistic of the interference, Figs. 3 and 4
show, for Rt = 10 m and α = 3 in the IM case, the pdf
f PI |V ( pI ; L|v) in different scenarios. In particular, Fig. 3(a)
refers to the omnidirectional antenna case when a unique
interferer is present (L = 2). In this case, the values of the destination’s angular coordinate θ̄ and of the desired direction φ L
have no impact on the results, since the antenna gain is identical in all directions. Hence, f PI |V ( pI ; L|v) depends only on
the destination’s radial coordinate ξ̄ , whose increase leads to a
lower probability of receiving a high interference power. This
confirms that, in terms of perceived interference, the periphery
of the network represents an advantageous position for a
destination equipped with an omnidirectional antenna. When
a directional pattern is adopted, instead, the scenario becomes
more complex (Fig. 3(b)). More precisely, with respect to
the case N = 1, the use of a directional pattern ensures
a decrease of the received interference for all values of φ L

The omnidirectional antenna case (N = 1), which in practice
does not provide IM or IS capabilities, has been however
included in (29) for mathematical purposes.

f PI |V ( pI ; L|v) ∼
=

⎧
(N + 1) F̄PNl e|V ( pI |v) f Pl |V ( pI |v)
⎪
⎪
⎪ e
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

+∞
0

(31b)

L = Ne + 2

e −3
FPL−N
( pl |v) f Pl |V ( pl |v) F̄PNl e|V ( pI − pl |v) f Pl |V ( pI − pl |v)
l |V

β(L − Ne − 2, Ne + 2)

7

(30)
d pl L > Ne + 2
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Fig. 3. Pdf of the conditional interference power for L = 2 in absence of multipath-fading: (a) N = 1 and different values of ξ̄ /Rt , (b) N = 4 with IM and
different values of ξ̄ /Rt , θ̄ , and φ L (t: theory, v: Monte Carlo validation).

Fig. 4. Pdf of the conditional interference power for ξ̄ = 0 and N = 4 with IM: (a) L = 2 and different values of σφ and m, (b) absence of multipath-fading
and different values of L (t: theory, v: Monte Carlo validation).

when ξ̄ = 0, since f PI |V ( pI ; L|v) remains not dependent on
θ̄ and φ L . On the other hand, when ξ̄ /Rt = 0.5 and the main
lobe of the receiving pattern is not steered towards the inner
of D (cases (θ̄ , φ L ) = (0°, 90°) and (θ̄ , φ L ) = (90°, 0°)), the
probability of receiving a high interference is low. Otherwise,
when this main lobe is steered exactly towards the inner
of D (cases (θ̄ , φ L ) = (0°, 180°) and (θ̄, φ L ) = (180°, 0°)),
the probability of receiving a high interference increases.
Therefore, even if, adopting a directional pattern, a destination
not close to the center of the network usually experiences a
lower interference, there are some specific cases in which this
interference may be significant.
This reveals that the angles θ̄ and φ L may have a crucial
effect on the perceived interference, which may remain relevant also when compared to that due to multipath-fading
(Fig. 4(a)) and to that due to the presence of a further
interferer (case L = 3 in Fig. 4(b)). This suggests that a

reliable modeling of the destination location including the
angular domain beside the radial one may be fundamental
for an accurate analysis of a multi-packet peer-to-peer network in which shaped antenna patterns are adopted. As a
final comment concerning Figs. 3 and 4, one may notice
that the figures also report, for each theoretically derived
curve (represented by a line), the corresponding Monte Carlo
validation (represented by markers). The direct comparison
between theory and validation reveals that (30) provides a
really satisfactory approximation for the pdf of PI .
V. C OMPARISON AND A SYMPTOTIC A NALYSIS
A. Comparison With Existing Models
Further considerations regarding the proposed interference
analysis may be formulated by looking at the frameworks
developed in [11] and [20], which model network
8
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may be immediately obtained as:
 +∞
E[PI | ¯ ] =
pI f PI | ¯ ( pI ; L|ξ̄ )d pI .

(33)

0

In order to obtain a fair comparison between the presented
theory and the analysis of [11], the parameters adopted in the
two models must be properly matched. More precisely, the
mean interference for a PPP may be derived from the analysis
of [11, Sec. 3] and [29, Sec. 3.2.1] by recalling that a BPM has
been adopted and by setting the intensity λ of the interfering
sources of the PPP equal to (L − 1)/(π Rt2 ). This enables the
evaluation of the mean interference for a PPP at the center
(ξ̄ = 0) and at the boundary (ξ̄ = Rt ) of D as:

  π/2  h(ξ̄,ϑ)
L −1
r
ξ̄
PPP
¯
2−
dr  dϑ,
E [PI | ] =
Rt
1 + r α
π Rt2
−π/2 0
(34)
where h(ξ̄ , ϑ) = (Rt + ξ̄ ) cos(ϑ ξ̄ /Rt ). Observe that (33)
holds for any ξ̄ value lying between 0 and Rt + Rc , while
(34) holds just for ξ̄ = 0 and ξ̄ = Rt (a unique expression
for the two values has been formulated for compactness
reasons). Fig. 6(a) reports, for Rt = 10 m, Rc = 4 m, and
α = 3, the mean conditional interference obtained by (33) for
0 ≤ ξ̄ ≤ Rt + Rc (lines) and by (34) for ξ̄ = 0, Rt (filled
markers), considering different L values. In addition to the
significant matching between the two compared approaches
for ξ̄ = 0 and ξ̄ = Rt , it is interesting to observe that,
until the destination becomes very close to the boundary of D,
the mean interference decreases very slowly moving from
the center to the periphery of the network. A more specific
investigation, focused on the mean interference at the center
and the boundary of D (Fig. 6(b)), confirms that the two
models are in good agreement. In particular, for ξ̄ = 0, the
results remain coincident, while, for ξ̄ = Rt , some differences
may appear when the radius of the topology and the path-loss
exponent become low.

Fig. 5. Pdf of the interference power obtained using the proposed analysis
and the analysis of [20].

scenarios characterized by non-centered destinations using
omnidirectional antennas. As outlined in Subsection IV-C,
in the case N = 1 the pdf of the interference depends only
on the displacement with respect to the center of the network
and not on the angles θ̄ and φ L , thus in this subsection
the spatial context will be described by the sole radial
coordinate ξ̄ .
A first comparison is carried out adopting the pdf of
the interference power evaluated in [20, eqs.(3)–(5)], which
is derived using an UPM when both the sources and the
destinations are u.d. inside D. Recalling that [20] considers a unique interferer and provides an unconditional pdf,
a proper comparison with the proposed model requires that
f PI | ¯ ( pI ; 2|ξ̄ ) be averaged over all possible displacements in
order to evaluate the corresponding unconditional pdf:

f PI ( pI ; 2) =

Rt +Rc
0

f PI | ¯ ( pI ; 2|ξ̄ ) f ¯ (ξ̄ )dξ̄ ,

B. Asymptotic Analysis

(32)

An analytical characterization of the mean interference in
the presence of directional antennas may be obtained adopting
an infinitesimal beamwidth model [19], in which the desired
source is received with a unity gain and an interferer is
received with an average equivalent gain:
 2π  2π
1
Ḡ =
G(φ, φ L )dφ dφ L .
(35)
4π 2 0
0
This model has the significant advantage of providing some
useful insights on the interference statistic simultaneously
enabling the derivation of closed-form expressions. In particular, this subsection investigates the asymptotic behavior of
E[PI | ¯ ] for large Rt values, focusing on the center and the
boundary of D, where the following proposition holds.
Proposition 6: For α > 2 in the presence of an infinitesimal
beamwidth model of gain Ḡ, the mean interference at the
center of D is given by:


2K tx Ḡ(L − 1)
π
c
E[PI ] =
+ F (2, α, Rt ) , (36)
sin(2π/α)
α Rt2

where f ¯ (ξ̄ ) is given by (18). The curves obtained from the
two models for Rt = 10 m, Rc = 4 m, and α = 3 are reported
in Fig. 5. These curves reveal that the two theories provide
results in good agreement. The slight difference, more evident
for low pI values, may be explained remembering that the
model in [20] considers the UPM and a destination always
internal to D, while the proposed model adopts the BPM and
considers the possibility of having a destination external to D.
Thus, one may reasonably expect to obtain a slightly more
interfered scenario using the analysis of [20] and a slightly
less interfered scenario using the proposed model.
Two further comparisons are carried out considering the
framework presented in [11], which enables to derive the mean
interference at the center and at the boundary of D when the
sources are distributed according to a PPP. In particular, for
the here proposed model, the mean conditional interference
received by a destination characterized by a displacement ξ̄
in the presence of L active sources, that is, L − 1 interferers,
9
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Fig. 6. Conditional mean interference power obtained using the proposed analysis and the analysis of [11]: (a) different L values as a function of ξ̄ for
α = 3, (b) different α values as a function of Rt at the center and at the boundary of D for L = 2.

while the mean interference at the boundary of D is upper
bounded by:

K tx Ḡ(L − 1)
π
b
+ F (2, α, 2Rt )
E[PI ] 
sin(2π/α)
α Rt2

2
(37)
− F (3, α, 2Rt ) ,
π
where “” denotes an upper bound with asymptotic equality [11], and F (k, α, x), reported in (38) at the bottom of this
page, is defined for k = 2, 3 with 2 F1 (·, ·; ·; ·) representing
the hypergeometric function [30].
Proof: See Appendix D.

Proposition 6 shows that the mean interference approaches
zero when Rt becomes large, regardless of the destination
location. This behavior is expected, since an increase of Rt
for a given number of interferers L − 1 leads to a reduction of
the interferers’ density in D. A confirmation is given by Fig. 7,
which reports E[PIc ], E[PIb ], and the upper bound in (37) for
L = 5. The curves show the monotonic increase of the mean
interference with the average receiving gain and reveal that
the estimated bound is very close to E[PIb ].
As a final comment concerning (36) and (37), one may
observe that F (k, α, x) in (38), as shown at the bottom of the
page, approaches zero when x → +∞. Thus, the following
corollary may be formulated.
1
Corollary 1: When Rt → +∞, E[PIb ]  E[PIc ].
2
A similar result has been derived in [11, Cor. 4] for a
homogeneous PPP with a uniform mobility model. This seems
to suggest that, regardless that the nodes’ distribution relies
on a constant density of interferers or on a constant number

F (k, α, x) =

1
x k−2

Fig. 7. Mean interference at the center and at the boundary of D as a function
of the average gain for different Rt values.

of interferers, the mean interference at the boundary of a
finite network asymptotically approaches half of the mean
interference at its center.
VI. C OVERAGE P ROBABILITY
Once the interference statistic is evaluated, the next step
of the analysis consists in the estimation of the coverage
probability. Remembering that the observed pair is identified
by the index L and that the source-destination distance is
equal to Rc , the power received by the destination from
the desired source in the absence of mobility may be

⎧
α
⎪
k=α=3
⎨log(1 + x )
k


−1
α
· π(k − 2)
α
α(1 + x )
k
k
1
k
⎪
−
otherwise
⎩
2 F1 1 − , 1 − ; 2 − ;
sin(3π/α)
α−k
α
α
α 1 + xα

10
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Fig. 8. Coverage probability at the center (ξ̄ /Rt = 0) and at the boundary (ξ̄ /Rt = 1) of D: (a) N = 1, (b) N = 4 with IM and different values of φ L
(t: theory, v: Monte Carlo validation).

may be evaluated from the ccdf of (42). Therefore, for
L ∈ N+ , the conditional coverage probability may be
calculated as:

1
L < Ne + 2
η(ω, L|v) =
(43)
F̄SIR|V (ω; L|v) L ≥ Ne + 2

calculated as:
K tx G(φ L , φ L )
t¯L =
,
1 + Rcα

(39)

where, according to (19) and (21), the receiving equivalent
power gain G(φ L , φ L ) in the desired direction is equal to one
when σφ = 0°, and is lower than one when σφ > 0°. Hence,
recalling (22) and the rule for the scaling of r.v.s [28], the
pdf of the r.v. PL = t¯L Q L , which identifies the desired signal
power, may be represented by a gamma density of mean t¯L ,
that is:
 m m−1
p
pL
m
−m L
f PL ( p L ) =
e t¯L u 0 ( p L ).
(40)
t¯L
(m)
The corresponding cdf may be evaluated from (40) as:


pL
1
FPL ( p L ) =
γ m, m
,
(41)
t¯L
(m)

This quantity represents the probability of success for a
destination lying in a position D = (ξ̄ , θ̄ ) and having
its desired source in the direction φ L , when other L − 1
transmissions are in progress and a communication system
characterized by a reception threshold ω is adopted.
A. Results
The result achieved in this subsection is used to obtain
Fig. 8, which reports the coverage probability for a destination
lying at the center and at the boundary of D for Rc /Rt = 0.4,
θ̄ = 0°, α = 3, L = 3, σφ = 0°, and m = 1. In particular,
the values in Fig. 8(a), which are obtained considering an
omnidirectional receiving pattern, confirm the intuition that a
destination lying at the periphery of D is characterized by
a larger coverage probability as compared to a destination
placed at the center of D. Instead, in the presence of a directional reception, Fig. 8(b) shows that, in some situations, the
boundary of the network may not represent an advantageous
position. In fact, taking as reference the case ξ̄ = 0, one
may observe that, when the main lobe is steered towards
the center of D (case φ L = 180°), the coverage probability
decreases for a communication system requiring a threshold
larger than 2, while, when φ L = 120°, η(ω, L|v) increases
for all ω values. Therefore, the angular domain may have an
impact even stronger than that of the radial one on the result
of a transmission when the combined effect of node location
and non-omnidirectional reception is taken into account.

where γ (·, ·) is the lower incomplete gamma function [30].
One can now investigate the SIR ρ = p L / pI of the
destination. In particular, the cdf of the r.v. SIR = PL /PI
given V may be derived using (41) and applying the rule for
the ratio between r.v.s [28], thus obtaining:
 +∞
1
FSIR|V (ρ; L|v) =
f PI |V ( pI ; L|v)
(m) 0


ρpI
d pI .
(42)
×γ m, m
t¯L
The success or the failure of the communication attempt of the
observed pair may be established adopting a reception threshold ω on the SIR [2], [16], [19], in order to model the characteristics of the communication system (packet length, channel
coding rate, modulation scheme, packet error rate). According
to the antenna processing technique adopted by the destination
(IM or IS), when L < Ne + 2, no interference is present and
hence the coverage probability is assumed equal to one (the
noise effects are considered negligible at the involved distances). Otherwise, when L ≥ Ne +2, the coverage probability

VII. T RANSMISSION C APACITY
The developed analysis may be usefully employed to evaluate the performance of a multi-packet peer-to-peer network
11
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Performance as a function of the outage threshold for α = 3 and N = 4 with IM: (a) simultaneous communications, (b) transmission capacity.

transmissions, and not on their density, enables to account for
the non-isotropic characteristics of the analyzed scenario due
to presence of different spatial contexts in which a destination
may have to operate.

by using the concept of transmission capacity, which may
be slightly reformulated with respect to its original definition
in [5]. To this purpose, one may initially define the quantity:
L(ε, ω, v) = (1 − ε) sup {L : η(ω, L|v) ≥ 1 − ε} ,

(44)

L∈N+

A. Results

which identifies, from the point of view of a destination characterized by a reception threshold ω and a spatial context v,
the maximum number of transmissions that may be sustained
in D when a threshold ε ∈ (0, 1) on the outage probability
is imposed. To account for all possible locations and antenna
pattern orientations of the destination, (44) is averaged over
all possible spatial contexts identified by the pdf of V in (25),
thus obtaining:

L̄(ε, ω) =
L(ε, ω, v) fV (v)dv,
(45)

The numerical results presented in this section are derived
in absence of multipath-fading for Rt = 10 m. Fig. 9 reports
the number of simultaneous communications (Fig. 9(a)) and
the transmission capacity (Fig. 9(b)) as a function of the
outage threshold for α = 3, N = 4, and different values
of ω and Rc /Rt in the presence of IM. As expected, for a
given SIR threshold ω, a lower source-destination distance
leads to a larger number of communications and to a higher
transmission capacity. On the other hand, for a given Rc /Rt
value and a given ε value, a lower SIR threshold provides
a larger number of communications, but does not ensure a
higher transmission capacity. In particular, one may compare,
in Fig. 9(b), the two curves corresponding to ω = 1 (0 dB),
and ω = 10 (10 dB) for Rc /Rt = 0.3. This comparison
reveals that, for some outage thresholds, a communication
system characterized by a lower SIR threshold may enable a
so high number of simultaneous communications that it may
become able to compensate the gap due its lower spectral
efficiency, thus leading to a transmission capacity almost equal
to that provided by a communication system characterized by a
higher SIR threshold. Therefore, in general, for a given outage
constraint, a system adopted to maximize the number of served
users does not necessarily maximize also the transmission
capacity.
Fig. 10 shows the transmission capacity for Rc /Rt = 0.4.
In particular, Fig. 10(a) reports c(ε, ω) as a function of
the outage threshold for α = 3, ω = 1, and different
receiving antenna systems. Instead, Fig. 10(b) reports c(ε, ω)
as a function of the SIR threshold for ε = 0.01, N = 8,
and different α values in the presence of IS. Fig. 10(a)
confirms the expected significant increase of transmission

D

where D = [0, 2π)×[0, Rt +Rc ]×[0, 2π) is the domain of the
spatial context of the destination and dv = dφ L d ξ̄ d θ̄. Finally,
using the average number of successful (not in outage) simultaneous communications in (45), the transmission capacity can
be evaluated as [6]:
c(ε, ω) = log2 (1 + ω)

L̄(ε, ω)
,
π Rt2

(46)

by considering the Shannon bound in order to infer the limiting
network performance [10]. Observe that the here considered
formulation of the transmission capacity agrees with that
presented in [5] and [6], even if, in [5] and [6], the definition of
c(ε, ω) is formulated according to the adopted Poisson-based
approach from the density of transmitting sources, while, in
this study, (46) is formulated for a given spatial context from
the number of transmitting sources. More precisely, c(ε, ω),
which, as in [5] and [6], is evaluated in bits/(s · m2 · Hz),
represents the product between the spectral efficiency of a
successful transmission and the maximum density of successful transmissions averaged over all the possible spatial
contexts. The choice of relying, in (44), on the number of
12
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Fig. 10. Transmission capacity for Rc /Rt = 0.4: (a) as a function of the outage threshold for α = 3 and ω = 1 considering different values of N and
different antenna processing techniques, (b) as a function of the SIR threshold for ε = 0.01 and N = 8 with IS considering different values of α.

maximizes the transmission capacity, also the path-loss exponent should be taken into account, since Fig. 10(b) suggests
that a lower value of α may lead to a better performance
because of the lower attenuation suffered by the desired signal.
The results presented in this section have investigated the
transmission capacity achievable in a finite peer-to-peer network with multi-packet capabilities. In particular, to obtain
concise measures, thus enabling the discussion of the influence
of each considered parameter on the performance, a suitable
operation of averaging has been carried out in (45). Precisely
because of this operation the importance of the spatial context
might seem less evident. More precisely, while the inclusion
of the angular domain has been proved to be fundamental for
a reliable modeling of the interference received by a given
destination as well as for establishing its coverage probability,
it may seem unclear if this inclusion remains relevant when
applied to evaluate not the single-node performance, but the
performance of the overall network. In fact, the averaging
operation might introduce a sort of compensation between
destinations characterized by advantageous and disadvantageous spatial contexts, thus providing a network transmission
capacity very close to that achievable assuming an isotropic
model. To investigate this issue, the transmission capacity
derived using the proposed analysis has been compared to that
derived from two isotropic models, in which the destination is
placed at the center of the disk D. The first isotropic model
is obtained by considering u.d. sources, while the second one
is obtained considering the sources distributed according to
a homogeneous PPP of intensity λ = (L − 1)/(π Rt2 ). The
derivation of the transmission capacity for this second case is
described in Appendix E.
The result of the comparison between isotropic and nonisotropic models is reported in Fig. 11 for Rc /Rt = 0.4,
α = 3, ω = 1, and different antenna systems. The figure
shows that, for a given ε value, the c(ε, ω) values obtained
from the non-isotropic model are higher than or equal to

capacity that may be achieved in the presence of antenna
systems providing IS capabilities. To this purpose, one may
observe that the introduction of the sole directionality in
reception already provides considerable benefits in terms of
transmission capacity, as it may be noticed by comparing the
cases N = 1 and N = 4 with IM. However, in the IM case,
a further increase of the number of antenna elements until
N = 8 leads indeed to further improvements, but not to a
proportional increase of c(ε, ω) with respect to the scenario
with N = 4. This improvement is in fact just due to the more
effective spatial filtering enabled by a receiving pattern with a
reduced side-lobe level and a narrower main lobe. Differently,
the availability of a receiving system with IS capabilities
enables a better exploitation of the further dofs available when
N increases from 4 to 8, since these dofs are directly used to
suppress the undesired sources. In the case N = 1, more than
one communication is allowed only when ε is larger than 0.1,
since the interference is not suppressed or mitigated. Besides,
when N = 1, the achievement of a c(ε, ω) value slightly
larger than that corresponding to the single communication
case is enabled by a weak outage constraint combined with the
presence of destinations close to the boundary of the disk D.
Another aspect that is put into evidence by Fig. 10(a) concerns
the ε value that provides the maximum transmission capacity.
This value becomes lower as the receiving antenna system
becomes more sophisticated, that is, as the number of antenna
elements increases and/or the interference is more effectively
reduced. By consequence, more sophisticated antenna systems
may support more stringent outage requirements when the
objective is to maximize the transmission capacity. A further
advantage provided by an antenna system adopting IS is represented by its capability of supporting communication systems
characterized by a high SIR threshold (Fig. 10(b)), which
allows one to achieve considerable c(ε, ω) values (observe that
the ordinate axes of Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) have different
scales). When the objective is to select the ω value that
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In summary, the presented theory has shown that, when the
angular domain is included in the analysis of a finite multipacket peer-to-peer scenario, the resulting non-isotropic view
of the network leads to a non-isotropic coverage probability,
and, in turn, to a larger transmission capacity with respect to
the isotropic case. This relaxation of the isotropy assumption
may be helpful to derive a more exhaustive estimation of the
network behavior, since a given performance metric may be
realistically evaluated considering the actual spatial context in
which each source-destination pair has to communicate.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 3
Since and L are circularly u.d., also the r.v. ϒ = L−
is circularly u.d. [21]. Hence, the two independent r.v.s ,
having pdf in (9a), and ϒ, having pdf f ϒ (υ) = f UC (υ), have
joint pdf:

1
ξ ξ ∈ [0, Rt ], υ ∈ [0, 2π)
f ,ϒ (ξ, υ) =
(47)
·
2
0 elsewhere
π Rt

Fig. 11. Comparison, for Rc /Rt = 0.4, α = 3, ω = 1, and different antenna
systems, between the transmission capacity obtained from the proposed nonisotropic analysis, and that obtained from two isotropic models: one adopting
u.d. sources and another one assuming the sources distributed according to a
homogeneous PPP.

The method of transformation of r.v.s by inverse mapping [31],
may be used to obtain the joint pdf f , ¯ (ξ, ξ̄ ) from the joint
pdf f ,ϒ (ξ, υ) using the transformation ( , ϒ) → ( , ¯ ).
The direct transformation from ϒ to ¯ is defined recalling (1)
with ψ L − θ = υ, which leads to:

(48)
ξ̄ = ξ 2 + Rc2 + 2 ξ Rc cos υ,

those derived by the two isotropic models. This is due to the
influence of the peripheral destinations, which may sometimes
experience a low coverage probability but, for most of the
spatial contexts, are characterized by η(ω, L|v) values higher
than those achievable by the destinations close to the center
of the network. Therefore, the coverage probability of each
peripheral destination has a not negligible impact on the
transmission capacity of the overall network. This reveals that,
in a finite network, the spatial context, and hence the angular
domain, may result relevant also when aggregate or average
performance figures have to be considered.

while the inverse transformation from ¯ to ϒ is evaluated by
inverting (48) on the two disjoint subsets Z 1 = [0, Rt ]×[0, π)
and Z 2 = [0, Rt ] × [π, 2π) in order to maintain a one-toone mapping between the support of f ,ϒ (ξ, υ) and that of
f , ¯ (ξ, ξ̄ ). The above operations yield:

 2
ξ̄ − ξ 2 − Rc2
υk (ξ, ξ̄ ) = arccos
+ (k − 1)π, (49)
2ξ Rc
for k = 1, 2. According to these transformations, the joint pdf
of and ¯ can be derived as [31]:

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
A theoretical model for including the angular domain beside
the radial one in the analysis of a finite multi-packet peer-topeer network has been developed. The interference statistic,
the coverage probability, and the transmission capacity have
been evaluated in non-isotropic scenarios, in which each
destination may operate in a specific spatial context.
The results have shown that, when omnidirectional antennas are adopted, the periphery of the network represents
an advantageous location in terms of received interference
and coverage probability. This feature often holds also when
shaped receiving patterns are adopted, but, in this case, the
destination’s angular position and the direction of the main
lobe of its radiation pattern become fundamental for a reliable
estimation of the actual result of a transmission attempt. The
numerical values derived by the proposed theory have also
revealed that a communication system characterized by a low
spectral efficiency usually leads to a low transmission capacity,
but, if the number of simultaneous communications that it
enables is very high, its transmission capacity may match that
of a communication system with a higher spectral efficiency.
Besides, the further improvements that may be obtained by
increasing the number of elements of the destination’s antenna
system seem better exploited in the presence of adaptive
arrays, which enable the suppression of the interferers.

f

, ¯ (ξ, ξ̄ )

=

2


|Jk | · f

,ϒ [ξ, υk (ξ, ξ̄ )],

(50)

k=1

where:


 ∂ξ

 ∂ξ
Jk =  ∂υ
 k
 ∂ξ


∂ξ 
∂ ξ̄ 
(51)
∂υk  ,

∂ ξ̄ 
is the determinant of the Jacobian associated to the transformation corresponding to the subset Z k . Thus, using (47) and
(49) in (50) and (51), after some manipulations one obtains:
4
f , ¯ (ξ, ξ̄ ) =
π Rt2
⎧
ξ ξ̄
ξ ∈ [0, Rt ],
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
2Rc2 (ξ 2 + ξ̄ 2 )−(ξ 2 − ξ̄ 2 )2 − Rc4 ξ̄ ∈ [|ξ − Rc |, ξ + Rc ]
·
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
elsewhere
(52)
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The integration of
provides (18).

(52) on all

When L > Ne + 2, the two strongest undesired sources that
keep interfering after the depletion of the Ne dofs are identified
by the statistics of order L − Ne − 2 and L − Ne − 1, thus one
may adopt the approximation PI ∼
= P̃L−Ne −2 + P̃L−Ne −1 . The
conditional joint pdf of the two consecutive order statistics
P̃L−Ne −2 and P̃L−Ne −1 can be derived from [32, eq. 2.2.1]
according to (57), shown at the bottom of the page. Now,
replacing pl+1 by pI − pl in (57) and integrating on pl , one
obtains the second case in (30).

values finally

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 4
Consider the transformation of r.v.s (Rl , l ) → (Tl , l ),
from which, by inverting (24), one can obtain the inverse
transformation from Tl to Rl as:

1
α
K tx G(φl , φ L )
−1 .
(53)
rl (tl , φl , φ L ) =
tl

A PPENDIX D
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 6
The conditional r.v. PI | ¯ is given by the sum of L − 1
independent and identically distributed conditional r.v.s
P1 | ¯ , . . . , PL−1 | ¯ , thus E[PI | ¯ ] = (L − 1)E[Pl | ¯ ]. Besides,
Pl | ¯ is given by the product of the two independent r.v.s Tl | ¯
and Q l , where, according to (22), E[Q l ] = 1. Hence, the
mean conditional interference can be evaluated directly from
the mean of Tl | ¯ as:

Using (12) and evaluating the determinant of the Jacobian:
 ∂r
∂rl 
 l


 l
∂tl  ,
(54)
J =  ∂φ
 ∂φl ∂φl 


∂φl
∂tl
the joint pdf of Tl and l given V can be evaluated by the
method of transformation of r.v.s as:


f Tl , l |V (tl , φl |v) = |J | · f Rl , l | ¯ , ¯ rl (tl , φl , φ L ), φl |ξ̄ , θ̄
⎧

 2 −1
α
⎪G(φl , φ L ) K tx G(φl , φ L )
K tx ⎨
−1
(tl , φl ) ∈ v
·
=
tl
tl2
⎪
απ Rt2 ⎩
0
elsewhere
(55)

E[PI | ¯ ] = (L − 1)E[Tl | ¯ ].

For an infinitesimal beamwidth model of gain Ḡ, the pdf of
Tl given ¯ may be obtained recalling (3)-(6) for 0 ≤ ξ̄ ≤ Rt .
This allows one to rewrite (26) as:
K tx Ḡ
f Tl |V (tl |v) = f Tl | ¯ (tl |ξ̄ ) =
απ Rt2 tl2

where v is given by (27). The pdf of Tl given V is the marginal of Tl given V that can be calculated by integrating (55)
over all l values belonging to v, l = {φl : (tl , φl ) ∈ v }.
Thus:

f Tl |V (tl |v) =
f Tl , l |V (tl , φl |v)dφl .
(56)
v,

2K tx Ḡ
f Tl (tl ) =
α Rt2 tl2


A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 5
Consider the r.v.s P̃1 , . . . , P̃L−1 , which represent the
(ascending) order statistics corresponding to the independent
r.v.s P1 , . . . , PL−1 . When L < Ne + 2, no interference is
present, since just one pair is active (IM case), or all interferers
are suppressed (IS case).
When L = Ne + 2, just one undesired source keeps
interfering after the depletion of the Ne dofs, thus PI is exactly
given by the statistic of order (L − 1) − Ne = 1, and hence
PI = P̃1 = min{P1 , . . . , PL−1 }. Therefore, the pdf of PI given
V for L = Ne +2 may be evaluated from [32, eq. 2.1.6], which
provides exactly the first case in (30).

e −2 , P̃L−Ne

v,

l

=



2
α −1

v,

dφl ,
l

where v, l is reported in (60), shown at the bottom of the
page.
Consider first the case ξ̄ = 0. When ξ̄ = 0, (60) leads to
K tx Ḡ/(Rtα +1) ≤ tl ≤ K tx Ḡ, which is independent of φl . Hence,
v, l = {φl : (tl , φl ) ∈ v } = [0, 2π) and (59) becomes:

l

( pl , pl+1 ; L|v) =
−1 |V

K tx Ḡ
−1
tl

(59)

Substituting (55) in (56) one can finally obtain the pdf of Tl
given V in (26).

f P̃L−N

(58)

· u1

2
α −1

K tx Ḡ
−1
tl
K tx Ḡ
tl − α
Rt + 1


− u 0 (tl − K tx Ḡ) .

Therefore, using (58) and (61), the mean interference at the
center of D may be calculated as:
2K tx Ḡ(L − 1)
E[PIc ] =
α Rt2

K tx Ḡ
K tx Ḡ
Rtα +1

1
tl

K tx Ḡ
−1
tl

2
α −1

dtl , (62)

which, after integration, provides (36).

e −3
( pl |v) f Pl |V ( pl |v) F̄PNl e|V ( pl+1 |v) f Pl |V ( pl+1 |v)
FPL−N
l |V

⎧
⎪
⎨

(61)

β(L − Ne −2, Ne +2)

(57)
⎫
⎪
⎬

K tx Ḡ
φl : 
(60)
≤ tl ≤ K tx Ḡ, φl  [0, 2π)
α


⎪
⎪


⎩
⎭
 Rt2 − ξ̄ 2 sin2 φl − θ̄ − ξ̄ cos(φl − θ̄) + 1
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coverage probability for a SIR threshold ω as:
⎡
1
K tx Ḡω
ηPPP (ω, λ) = 1 −
γ ⎣Ne +1, πλ
−1
t¯L
(Ne +1)

Consider now the case ξ̄ = Rt . When ξ̄ = Rt ,
the first inequality in (60) can be analytically solved for
K tx Ḡ/[(2Rt )α +1] ≤ tl ≤ K tx Ḡ, thus identifying the set:


v, l = φl : χ(tl ) + θ̄ ≤ φl ≤ 2π − χ(tl ) + θ̄ , (63)
where:



1
χ(tl ) = arccos −
2Rt



K tx G
−1
tl

1 
α
.

·u 1 (K tx Ḡω − t¯L ).

K tx Ḡ
−1
tl

· u 1 tl −

2
α −1





χ(tl )
1−
π

(64)



K tx Ḡ

K tx Ḡ
(2Rt )α +1

⎡
1
· ⎣1−
π Rt

K tx Ḡ
−1
tl

1
tl

K tx Ḡ
−1
tl

1
α

2
α −1

⎤
⎦ dtl ,

(66)

which, after integration, provides (37).
A PPENDIX E
T RANSMISSION C APACITY FOR AN H OMOGENEOUS
PPP OF I NTENSITY λ
Using the analysis of [33] for a homogeneous PPP, the cdf
of the distance Rl between the (centered) destination and the
l-th closest interferer may be calculated as:


γ l, πλrl2
PPP
FRl (rl ) =
u 1 (rl ).
(67)
(l)
Remembering that Ne in (29) identifies the number of dofs
available for interference suppression, the index l = Ne + 1
identifies the nearest not suppressed interferer. Therefore,
considering the average equivalent gain Ḡ, the interference
power in absence of multipath-fading may be approximated
as pI ∼
= K tx Ḡ/(1 + r Nα e +1 ) [11], and the corresponding cdf
may be obtained as:
⎡
2⎤
α
1
K tx Ḡ
FPPPP
γ ⎣ Ne +1, πλ
( pI ) = 1 −
−1 ⎦
I
(Ne +1)
pI
· u 1 (K tx Ḡ − pI ).

⎦

(69)
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